ENTERPRISE-CLASS MAM-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS
EASY-TO-USE, TASK-ORIENTED USER TOOLS
INTEGRATES WITH EXISTING SYSTEMS & WORKFLOWS

Dalet Galaxy is an enterprise Media Asset Management platform which
unifies the content chain by managing assets, metadata, workflows and
processes across multiple and diverse production and distribution systems.
Specially tailored for media workflows, this unique technology platform
helps broadcasters and media professionals to increase productivity while
providing operational and business visibility.
Dalet Galaxy is the common and unique platform to address all Dalet business solutions for News, Sports, Program-preparation, Radio, long-form
Production and Archives. A central, unified multimedia Content Catalog
manages media, essence files and metadata across the organization making assets available and enabling collaboration across the entire enterprise.
Workflow specific, task-oriented tools facilitate every aspect of content
creation, management and distribution: Tools to design, manage and share
media and metadata; tools to orchestrate the workflow, automate processes
and human tasks; integration tools to unify disparate components into a
cohesive system; business tools for more visibility across systems.

MediaLIFE

The Dalet Galaxy media asset management platform forms
a robust core to enable all types of media workflow.

The comprehensive Dalet Media Life solution is
tailored specifically for program preparation, production and
multimedia archives. Simple tools let users quickly search
the central repository and archives; access and share
content which they can then log, index, edit rough-cuts, and
create storyboards from anywhere in just a few clicks.
Onboard task-list enables users to execute tasks quickly
and efficiently, providing the right tools in the right context,
be it for editorial purposes, such as the selection of content
for distribution on a given outlet, or technical, such as
manual quality control.

NewsSUITE
Dalet News Suite is an advanced, end-to-end production and automation system for today’s multichannel
newsrooms. It gives journalists intuitive tools for creating
compelling multimedia stories and news packages right on
their desktops. The Dalet Galaxy platform provides a powerful production workflow, facilitating field and newsroom collaboration that streamlines every aspect of news production
and delivery.

SportsFACTORY
Dalet Sports Factory is flexible solution for the management, production, and distribution of sports content
enabling users to improve workflows and processes so they
can create, monetize, and distribute content easier and
faster. The Dalet Galaxy platform adds significant value to
the production chain, going well beyond a simple file-based
workflow to provide a collaborative production environment
where high-speed assembly and distribution are possible,
even while recording.

RadioSUITE
Dalet Radio Suite is a production, playout and distribution system designed for radio operators who want to seize
the opportunities of media convergence. Dalet Radio Suite
streamlines every aspect of the digital production chain
for news and music channels both for traditional over-theair broadcasts as well as streaming, Podcasts, and other
platforms. Programs and associated data are seamlessly
managed while intuitve tools, enable journalists to create
great stories and build and manage rundowns and DJ’s to
exercise their creativity with easy-to-use playlists, multitrack editing, and Carts for jingles and liners.

Providing
Business
Visibility

Unifying
the Enterprise
A unique central content
catalog stores all multimedia content across all
workflows. Customized,
contextual metadata forms for
cataloguing and indexation
with glossaries and thesauri
ensure that content is quick
and easier to find. All assets,
including archived items, are
immediately available for fast
production and multiplatform
distribution.

Enabling
Global
Creativity

Dalet Galaxy enables users
to focus on being creative
by providing a wide range
of back-office services
such as transcoding, QC,
and metadata exchange
across systems. Intelligent
tools expertly manage data
exchange facilitating better
collaboration between individuals, teams, departments
and multiple sites.

The Dalet Galaxy industrystandard, BPMN 2.0 compliant workflow engine
orchestrates media workflows across the enterprise,
providing greater visibility
and efficiency. An easy-touse modelling tool lets users
graphically chart workflows;
helping define roles, responsibilities and processes
while embedded reporting
tools provide a clear view
of operational and business
performance metrics.

Integrating
the Ecosystem
Built on open standards with
SOA-compliant Web Services APIs and standard
data exchange protocols,
Dalet Galaxy integrates multiple, complex systems into
a unified entity that produces
streamlined workflows and
increased productivity.

Simplifying
Administration
The Dalet Galaxy platform has
been designed for system
security and high availability while tools such
as Dalet Dashboard help
to monitor and manage the
performance of Dalet solutions and third-party systems
across the entire workflow.

About Dalet
Dalet software-based solutions enable media organizations to create, manage, and distribute content faster and more efficiently, fully maximizing the value of media assets.
Dalet products are built on three distinct platforms that when combined, form versatile
business solutions that power end-to-end workflows for news, sports, program
preparation, production, archive and radio. Individually, Dalet platforms and
products offer targeted applications with key capabilities to address critical media
workflow functions such as, ingest, QC, edit, transcode, and multiplatform distribution.
The foundation for Dalet productivity-enhancing workflow solutions, Dalet Galaxy
is the enterprise MAM which unifies the content chain by managing assets, metadata,
workflows and processes across multiple and diverse production and distribution systems. Specially tailored for media workflows, this unique technology platform helps
broadcasters and media professionals increase productivity while providing operational
and business visibility.
Dalet AmberFin is the high-quality, scalable transcoding platform with fully integrated ingest, mastering, QC and review functionality; enabling facilities to make great
pictures in a scalable, reliable and interoperable way.
Addressing the demanding needs of studio production, multi-camera ingest, sports logging & highlights production, the innovative Dalet Brio video server platform combines density & cost-effectiveness with high reliability.
Dalet supports customers from the initial planning stages to well beyond project execution. Our global presence includes fifteen offices strategically located throughout
Europe, the Middle East, Asia Pacific, North America, and South America and a network
of more than 60 professional partners serving 87 countries worldwide. This collective
experience and knowledge enables our customers to realize potential increases productivity, efficiency and value of their assets.
The comprehensive Dalet Care program ensures deployments remain up and running
with 24/7 support 365 days a year.
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